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Issue 57

Grand Illusion Conclusion
The empires of the future are the empires of the mind. History is written by the victors. Never in the field of human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few. History will be kind to me for I intend to write it.  
- Winston Churchill
In this final issue we will touch on 6 areas:

1. First Things
2. Your Lying Eyes
3. Chinese Checkers
4. *The Tech*Telligence
5. The Pawn Shop
6. The Victory Parade
FIRST THINGS
When Donald Trump burst onto the political scene in 2015 it was simply inconceivable that could be considered anything other than a joke, a complete joke. There was simply no way the American people were going to buy into the concept that a reality show host was going to lead the free world. Had even his most ardent supporters known just how big of a visionary he was going to be his impact on the fabric of society would be even greater. What people seem to have never understood about President Trump is that it was never his intention to lead the free world. His intent was to show the world they are enslaved and then lead that world back to freedom. A task reserved for only a few qualified individuals throughout history. Dare I say individuals that when they walk into a room force the very elite to fade into the background. Let us not mistake Donald Trump the real estate mogul or Donald Trump the producer or Donald Trump the TV star of a reality show…with Donald Trump the leader.

Community organizers don’t save civilizations…..legends do.
Chances are good that if you’re listening or reading this you probably already have the title conspiracy theorist among family and friends so while we’re at it let’s push that envelope just a tad. Of course, it’s quite difficult to attach fiction to events that are fact.

- It’s 100% true that Pastor Kim Clement prophesied the rise of Trump in 2007.
- It’s 100% true that even before the birth of his son, Trump used the pseudonym “John Baron”.
- It’s true that in 1893 author Ingersoll Lockwood wrote the book “Baron Trump’s Marvellous Underground Journey”.
- And finally, it’s true that same author released the sequel in 1900 entitled “The Last President”.

Before being too quick to judge the realm of prophesy, remember there is probably more evidence to support the prophetic rise of a Trump dynasty than there ever was to support the existence of valid legal documentation to substantiate a Barack Obama presidency.
Your Lying Eyes
Probably my favorite online shows for a wide range of issue is The Dark Journalist (aka Daniel Liszt). Daniel is probably about the most well-read journalist I have very seen. But even by his own admission, Daniel pales in comparison to the guest he had on just a few days ago, Dr. Joseph Farrell. He takes knowledge to a level that I have never seen. With his signature light-up of a cigarette right on camera he fills the rooms with smoke and an abundance of knowledge. But the conversation he had the other day with Dark Journalist I want to recreate a portion of that right now. There is no opinion I respect more than Joseph Farrell and you know I love my research. But you all really need to go listen to that full conversation.

To provide some context the first 7 minutes or so of that conversation it was centered around the significant increase in cases of Havana Syndrome. For those not familiar with Havana syndrome it is a set of medical signs and symptoms that include ringing in the ears, fatigue, and dizziness. These appear out of nowhere and for no apparent reason. Apparently, there are more cases in Cuba, Russia, China, Columbia, UK, Austria, Germany, and Wyoming.
When I was in Vegas at the Patriot Double Down, I told both Patel Patriot and the Ratlergator that I had received some information from a contact doing some work for me on the IPs. He told me to call him because he had info that I may be interested in but that it was unrelated to the IPs. He told me the data center was essentially empty for anything other than critical maintenance because they are having multiple cases of Havana syndrome occurring inside the data centers. At first, I thought well that was pretty weird but when I heard this interview it took my thoughts to an entirely new place. With that as our backdrop, listen as Patrick narrates part of the conversation between Dark Journalist (red) and Farrell (green). This will go to the fringe just a tad but please just hang with the conversation because it is overall just magnificent.

But Joseph the thing I found the strangest about all of it is was that some of the diplomats when they came back here, they continued to experience it like they continued to be targets. Right. This is the problem, and the question is why? I am not convinced that Russia or Cuba were behind it because like I said this is a technology that is very easy if you have the radio or microwave technology experience to engineer it.
Absolutely. I mean we have been aware of mind control technology. The Manchurian Candidate has a certain level of that, so it's been out there in the public sphere. But it's interesting you mention COG because last year suddenly the media...Nancy Pelosi...everyone wanted to talk about COG whereas before you couldn't mention it in a congressional session because you'd be shut down. And there were some weird shakeups with the commanders as you and I have discussed on a couple occasions before.

And the fact that the embassy personnel are pursued once they are out of Cuba then what is this about? The only thing I can come up with Daniel is someone is trying to deliberately interfere with our government personnel and that is very disturbing because then the problem becomes 'how widespread is this and is everything being reported? And I don't think it is. This is a mind manipulation technology and clearly they are trying to incapacitate targeted individuals for whatever reason. If it is a mind control thing then it opens us up to the $64,000 question that is behind Continuity of Government operations, so called Devolution operations. And that is one of the reasons those operations were designed is what happens when someone is able to infiltrate the government or manipulate the mentality of people in the government through these types of means. So, this is a big story, it's not small. It's not small.

Absolutely. I mean we have been aware of mind control technology. The Manchurian Candidate has a certain level of that, so it's been out there in the public sphere. But it's interesting you mention COG because last year suddenly the media...Nancy Pelosi...everyone wanted to talk about COG whereas before you couldn't mention it in a congressional session because you'd be shut down. And there were some weird shakeups with the commanders as you and I have discussed on a couple occasions before.
Well, after the election and after COG was brought up in October when it looked like Trump could win unless they do something wild and crazy….November 3rd comes and goes, and Trumps first move was to fire the defense secretary after the fact of the election. So this is the weird echo from last year because COG has been just hanging out there. We know from you and the work of Professor Scott that every deep event in American history from Watergate to the JFK assassination, Iran Contra, and all the way to 9/11 there has been the COG personnel involved. So what is going on with COG?

My suspicion Daniel is….and I will come right out and say it….let’s look at the question that many people are now asking “Who is really running things in Swampington DC?”. Clearly Biden and Co. is not all there, clearly someone else is running things. And so, we have….we have….essentially a fake presidency with this very radical agenda. And I have to wonder given the craziness of what we are seeing….if they... Hang on, let’s go back to the period before the election where you had that committee of democrats ‘gaming’ things out.

Wargaming things out.
Yes! Right!
Do you remember that?
Oh yes
And then shortly after the election they wanted to form a committee to make sure and take care of the nuclear football. So, what I am wondering is are we looking at a group of people, on which side I don’t know, that have access to tremendous computing power. Are they responding to a scenarios that some AI computing monstrosity is gaming out. It’s flaky it’s off the wall, I know. But there is just enough insanity going on to make you wonder are you humans really in charge of this or is this something where they are merely doing what they are told? I have to wonder that because you have all these little signals prior to Biden assuming office. These are bizarre….nuclear football, running via committee. But again, the message they are sending if you stop and think if you’re a Putin or a Xi Jinping and they are sending all these signals in America then you wonder who is in charge over here and that remains a big mystery. So, now think about this. In their minds we have created a geopolitical condition where any adversary is now forced to think twice because they simply don’t know who’s in charge.

Ohhhh.

That is a very iffy geopolitical scenario if you add to it these strange remarks from modern Millie that we’ve gotta fight little green men thoroughly and calling up China saying if we’re gonna attack I’ll let you know. And Daniel with the cargo ships off the coast I’m wondering if this isn’t more about security and less about supply.
I strongly suspect what they may be doing is a lot of behind-the-scenes inspections of those cargo crates coming in and when you add in these nutty policies put in place by California. They are preventing truckers from delivering this stuff so I must ask why the nutty policies? So, if you put this all into context with the Millie statements and I just named a few…..so I ask what the hell is going on here? I don’t think it’s just supply chain, I really don’t. I don’t think it’s just bad policy. I don’t think the Biden administration, at least at the level of Biden himself is behind this. This is coming from somewhere else.

Joseph Farrell is correct, the amount of completely bizarre events since November of 2020 alone should make everyone of us stop and ask are we at a Harpers Ferry 2.0 moment in time? Do we really feel like this is the product of two administrations merely changing hands? At this point that is quickly becoming a statistical improbability. When we have guys like this that have probably forgotten more about the geopolitical space than any of us will ever know it really adds a layer of credibility to the notion of COG or Devolution that up until this point (at least in my mind) has felt more ‘possible’ than ‘probable’. The idea of a shadow government is lunacy unless the conditions are perfect. But if the conditions are perfect for it then what could possible be the alternative?
CHINESE CHECKERS
I have become convinced over the course of the last two decades and certainly the last 5 years that there is a false narrative being pushed either out of ignorance or it’s deliberate. This idea that China is the enemy of American no matter the topic is about the dumbest thing I have ever heard. First of all, from a military perspective I have seen little if any evidence to support that the United States and China are in anything other than the same policy they’ve been in for many years now…the MAD policy. The policy of **Mutually Assured Destruction** is about the best deterrent known to humanity because when superpowers know that their counterpart across the sea has the power to respond with equal or greater force, guess what happens? As my grandpa might have said “NOBODY DOES NOTHING”. Just because you see 80% of the consumer products in this country labeled ‘Made In China’ doesn’t mean we’re weeks away from a takeover by the CCP. What it means is for 40+ years leading up to 2016 they were far and away the shrewder country in terms of business practices. Were their practices unethical? You better believe it, but Trump was all over that with tariffs and all sorts of regulations that tightened the economic noose. You remember this statements…. “We have a $500,000 billion deficit with China because we have stupid politicians in this country.” He didn’t say they were getting ready to initiate an EMP or they were about to launch missiles into Taiwan. All Trump ever said was they were eating our lunch economically and our politicians were bought off……both points very true.
The last time I checked the illegal migration into this country is coming from the southern border of North American and from the Middle East.....not the Far East. Here’s a small sampling of the headlines related to the current Biden nominee (Nicholas Burns) to be the Ambassador China. He doesn’t strike me as a CCP plant.

Don’t get me wrong, the CCP has some real bad actors as does the US government. But just like the US, China has a large contingent of white hat players that are key to what is transpiring in the US and abroad.
May he rest in peace with his golden voice, but Kenny Rogers nailed it when he sang ‘You gotta know when to hold’em and know when to fold’em’. In issue 46 ‘The Human Algorithm’ we did a little bit of a deep dive into the company Tencent. I have dropped in an excerpt from that issue below, let’s read it and then we’ll come back….

January 5th, 2021 – The Trump administration bars any transactions with 8 Chinese apps including 2 apps from Tencent. The ban provided an odd detail by saying all transactions will be banned within 45 days. Again, odd things happened around Jan 6th.

January 13th, 2021 – And then 7 days later in a bizarre reversal of a reversal the Trump administration removes the ban on Tencent and others but then adds 9 other companies to the ban list. Are you kidding me? What on God’s green earth is going on here?

So, me being me started to ask myself some questions. Questions like…”Why does Trump appear to like Tencent one day and hate them the next?” And other questions like…. “Who really is Tencent? Are they good guys or bad guys? Because merely being a Chinese company doesn’t make you a CCP asset, does it? But finally, I asked the question that I probably should have asked right from the beginning. Who is partnered with Tencent?

Well, I went on to talk about how they were connected to Oracle which was important at the time but MY GOD I should have kept on reading that second Reuters article from January 13th because it was uncorking a Trump bombshell that completely flew under everyone’s radar at the time. To connect the dots we have to see how Trump played what appeared to be a mere two of diamonds that we’ll find morphed into the ace of spades.

But let’s go back to the ‘ship’ future first…..
While reading this ask yourself ‘is Joe Biden really in bed with China’?

The supply-chain disaster that is eating Christmas is being driven by a Biden-Xi conflict that many are overlooking.

The holidays are coming, and that supply-chain crisis you may have heard about is going to make shopping miserable.

Hundreds of thousands of ships full of imported goods from Asia are piled up outside of Los Angeles and other major ports. American automakers don’t have enough semiconductor chips to make as many cars as people want to buy. Every other product — from toys to computers — that needs a chip will be in short supply, too.

What’s often overlooked is that official US government policy is oriented around making these exact chips harder for China to manufacture. US President Joe Biden is continuing a "trade war" with his Chinese counterpart, Xi Jinping, that began under Donald Trump, and he’s not blinking as the supply-chain crisis endangers Christmas.

The ships-and-chips crisis is another way America and China are on the verge of "decoupling," as the Trump-era trade war hardens into a new status quo. People hoping for an easier holiday shopping season are overlooking how long and painful this transition could be.

The US-China trade war has left the US short on electronics and cars

The US accounts for just 12% of global chip production, and Asia accounts for a whopping 75%, according to a report from the Semiconductor Industry Association, which projects China becoming the largest chip producer by 2030.

But Donald Trump ran on a largely anti-globalization platform in 2016, with a particular focus on how America is getting "ripped off" by China. Chips were an area of leverage.

China isn’t just an exporter of chips, it also needs a steady supply of particularly sophisticated integrated circuits from other countries, including the US, to fuel its consumer electronics manufacturing machine. In the past decade, China has been importing more and more chips from the US, because it needs to insert them into electronic products that get shipped back around the world.

China is generations behind in making the most cutting-edge chips. For instance, the world’s largest semiconductor firm, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Corporation (TSMC), is developing ultra-small chips of 3-nanometers and smaller. China’s largest chip firm, Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation (SMIC), just began making 14-nm chips in late 2019.
The US is determined to make China's manufacturing efforts difficult.

Last September, the Trump White House imposed export restrictions on SMIC, forcing it to source parts elsewhere and reconfiguring supply chains in the process.

Meanwhile, companies buying their chips from SMIC had to go elsewhere, only to find that alternative chipmakers were already at full capacity. America struggled to rely on its own production, as lead US semiconductor giant Intel struggled with its own production problems. And some firms have been hoarding chips, claims TSMC’s CEO Mark Lui, making the chip crunch even worse.

The Biden administration has been enlisting its allies to freeze China out from the technological equipment it needs, making sourcing even harder for the country.

But here is where I screwed up in my analysis in issue 46. Had I kept reading that Reuters Tencent article just a little further I would have seen this….

Last month, the White House added China’s top chipmaker, SMIC, and oil giant CNOOC to the blacklist. Trump also unveiled an executive order in January banning U.S. transactions with eight Chinese apps including Ant Group’s Alipay. Both measures were first reported by Reuters.

Trump unbanned Tencent and 8 days later banned China’s largest chipmaker and nobody even noticed because it was Jan 13th, and it was 24 x 7 coverage of the fake insurrection. Those chips ain’t coming on our shores my friends.

Wait? More news?
Just announced yesterday. Look who suddenly jumped into the semiconductor race.

Tencent launches three self-designed chips in semiconductor push

Internet giant Tencent unveiled on Wednesday its Zixiao artificial intelligence chip, Canghai video transcoding device and Xuanling network interface controller.

Tell’em Kenny… “And in his final words I found an ace that I could keep.” ….. 😊
The Bible say ‘hell hath no fury like a woman’s scorn’ which is certainly true. However, I can guarantee you that the last thing you want to do is piss off a bunch of old men, especially rich old men….especially rich old men who’s combined wealth is about in the $280 billion range. We’re not talking social media dingbat wealth; we are talking about seasoned hardcore businessmen (and women) that when they make just a few calls they have the power to instantaneously turn lives for the better or for the worse. The large majority do not operate this way by default, but if you demean for deliberately shortchang them…..watch out.

In August of 2021 Joe Biden (or whomever) decided not to invite Tesla (world’s largest maker of electric vehicles) to the EV Summit at the White House which elicited this response from Elon Musk.

“So, Biden held this EV Summit. Didn’t invite Tesla. Invited GM, Ford, Chrysler, and UAW. An EV Summit…at the White House. He didn’t mention Tesla once and praised GM and Ford for leading the EV revolution.”

When you piss off rich men, they start calling other rich men that you’ve also pissed off. And when these rich men happen to align with your chief political adversary who is also a rich man…..plans get made.
Early on in the fake pandemic (completely, 100%, totally fake) it was all hands-on deck to tackle this ferocious and deadly (99.8% recovery rate) monster. It was critical that we shut down the economy and turn every major factory in the country into assembly lines for mass production of ventilators. Whatever it takes we must save humanity!! So, Trump did all…but when he decided to go down the medication route and enlist Oracle to help support the study with software, you’d thought he’d was spinning Trump University back up. The science, media, and medical industries immediately ripped he and Larry Ellison (Oracle founder and CTO) to shreds. We have our big tech savior in Bill Gates and he plans to make sure every single human being on earth gets 3 vaccines and endless boosters, vaccines mandates, and passports. Ellison remarks after hearing that Oracle support of the study was shut down by the CDS, "Apparently the largest database company in the world is now incapable of capturing data so says the media and the CDC. This is not a game." Again, it’s never a good idea to anger an extremely rich man who happens to be close friends with your enemy.
Remember this video? This is the video where possibly the greatest blues guitarist of all time, Eric Clapton gave his story on how the COVID-19 vaccine nearly took his life. When I first watched this, I was intrigued by how he was taking such a stand and how he knew even before he took the vaccine that the government was planning to take away freedoms. But then I did a double take because I glanced in the lower right corner of the video and saw this…. Oracle Films? My first thought was that has to be a coincidence because Oracle is a common word that could easily be used as a catchy name for a media company. Once again, I was wrong. First of all, I went to OracleFilms.com and it was video after video of all sorts of fringe material that would get you banned from YouTube faster than you could say ‘COVID is a fake pandemic.’ But this is the very tip of the tip of the tip of a media iceberg that has hundreds of billions of dollars attached it.
Who owns Oracle Films? Of course, it’s David Ellison the son of Larry Ellison. Of course, Larry Ellison has no connections whatsoever.

Who bought Oracle Films? Skydance Media whose founder is also David Ellison.

Skydance doesn’t co-produce with Paramount or anything like that and they have zero feature films.

Who partners and funds Skydance Media? Well, no matter what anyone tells you it IS NOT Tencent. Yes, the same Tencent that Trump banned and 8 days later unbanned but instead opted to ban the largest Chinese chip manufacturer.

Oh, and by the way if you think for one second there is any connection between Donald Trump, Oracle, Oracle Films, Skydance, Paramount, Tencent, and Tesla then you are just the dumbest person I have ever met.

Besides, why would Donald Trump have any business or media connections? That makes no sense you dummy.
• In August of 2017 Chinese company Tencent purchases a 5% stake in Tesla for $1.87 billion at the time.

• In March of 2018 Oracle opens the doors to its new massive 560,000 sqft campus in Austin, TX.

• In September 2018 David Ellison, founder of Oracle Films and Skydance Media signed a partnership with Tencent. (David is the son of Oracle’s Larry Ellison)

• In August of 2020 Larry Ellison, founder and CTO of Oracle, was the beneficiary of a $12 billion gain resulting from a 5-1 Tesla stock split placing him as the #2 shareholder behind only Elon Musk himself.

• In May of 2020 Tencent announce $70B investment in US data centers, two of which will be in Austin, TX.

• In December of 2020 Oracle announces a corporate headquarters move from Silicon Valley to Austin, TX.

• In December of 2020 Tesla announces a corporate headquarters move from Silicon Valley to Austin, TX.

• In August of 2021 Joe Biden snubs Tesla (world’s #1 EV manufacturer) from the EV White House Summit

• In October of 2021 President Donald Trump launches Trump Media and Technology Group.

……nothing to see, move along now.
You ever heard of THE CLEAN NETWORK? It was a state department team that really likes…well….cleaning.

We call on all freedom-loving nations and companies to join the Clean Network.

MICHAEL R. POMPEO
SECRETARY OF STATE
In fact, they like cleaning so much they enlisted a whole bunch of companies to help clean house and keep things clean.

The Clean Network program is the Trump Administration's comprehensive approach to safeguarding the nation's assets including citizens' privacy and companies' most sensitive information from aggressive intrusions by malign actors, such as the Chinese Communist Party.

The Clean Network addresses the long-term threat to data privacy, security, human rights and principled collaboration posed to the free world from authoritarian malign actors. The Clean Network is rooted in internationally accepted digital trust standards. It represents the execution of a multi-year, all-of-government, enduring strategy, built on a coalition of trusted partners, and based on rapidly changing technology and economics of global markets.
But what I found quite strange about this whole clean network thing is that in the list of actors they are going after one of them is Tencent. But what was more interesting is one of the companies being used to go after Tencent and other supposed foreign actors is Oracle. That sure seems odd considering Oracle and Tencent have a multi-billion-dollar alliance.

**Clean Cloud**

To prevent U.S. citizens’ most sensitive personal information and our businesses’ most valuable intellectual property, including COVID-19 vaccine research, from being stored and processed on cloud-based systems accessible to our foreign adversaries through companies such as Alibaba, Baidu, China Mobile, China Telecom, and Tencent.

---

**Building A Clean Network**

**KEY MILESTONES**

- **April 28, 2020:** The U.S. Commerce Department announces that it will require a “clean path” for all 5G network traffic originating and ending in U.S. diplomatic facilities.
- **May 13, 2020:** U.S. Commerce Department safeguards expert on Chinese telecom giant Huawei.
- **May 3, 2020:** Czech Republic, Norway, Poland, Estonia, Romania, Denmark, Greece, New Zealand, Japan, Australia, Israel, and Latvia become members of the U.S.-led Clean Network program.
- **June 13, 2020:** President Donald Trump signs executive orders to address threats posed by such apps as TikTok and WeChat.
- **Aug. 20, 2020:** Oracle set to expand cloud reach with Tencent alliance

Oracle Corp., the world’s largest seller of enterprise software, may look to its partnership with Tencent Holdings to distribute its NetSuite portfolio online. Business applications in mainland China’s software-as-a-service (SaaS) market, an industry segment projected for total sales of up to US$1.6 billion this year.

That initiative, following Oracle’s US$3.3 billion acquisition of NetSuite last year, is part of the company’s latest investment in the world’s second-largest economy, where it has established operations since 1989, chief executive Mark Hurd recently told the South China Morning Post.
But none of this is odd to me….the Clean Network was a ruse. As I stated earlier, this whole notion that the United States is being taken over by the Chinese is complete rubbish. The United States is being taken over by radical psychotic fools like Bill Gates, Tony Fauci, and whack job governors like Gretchen Whitmer none of which have the last name Ping, Pang, or Pong. Once again, we are being played by both sides. One side says it Russia and the other side says it’s China. Trump figured out very early on that it’s neither. They speak narratives into existence and unless your eyes and ears are wide open then of course you’ll believe COVID came from a Wuhan lab just because Rand Paul says so and it fits the Republican narrative and it’s fun to watch him rip on Tony Fauci in public. I don’t want to sound like a China apologist by any stretch because that country has huge geopolitical issues over there but the sooner we hold our own leaders accountable and leave these other countries alone the better off we’ll be. Let’s get Roe v. Wade overturned here and then maybe we can talk human rights in other countries.

Donald Trump forged relationships with some very heavy hitters in the technology industry and the tech snowflakes (Facebook, Twitter) woefully underestimated him. He didn’t concern himself with the geography of those companies and as a result he placed the current fake administration into a situation whereby only America and Donald Trump can win….there are no other options.
Let me be the first to say there is nobody more ecstatic than me to witness what played out in Virginia on Tuesday night. Terry McAuliffe is obviously a child of the demonic system so watching him being shown the door was an obvious sign of things to come. With the exit of Ralph Northam, the bar was set pretty low because let us not forget this is the guy that in his extreme compassion said on a radio show that he thought it was critical that we keep a baby, fresh from the mother's womb, comfortable just prior to killing it. So short of Ted Bundy or Jeffrey Dahmer running for office Virginia was pretty much guaranteed an upgrade. So, with Northam gone the choices are either the literal spawn of Mr. and Mrs. Beelzebub or the sweater vest guy that may or may not end up being a RINO but who is at least saying you should make your own choices about your kids' education and health. Is that really a hard choice?
Having said all that, I certainly hope and pray that none of us are buying into the flat out lie that says somehow Glenn Youngkin showed us all the blueprint on how we’re gonna win in the midterms without fully embracing Trump. Because that is the narrative being pushed by the media. And when I say the media, I don’t mean MSNBC, CNN, CBS, and the other usual suspects. I mean ALL the media. It was quite obvious to me that the likes of FoxNews was spouting the same narrative just with a different messaging approach that caters to the simpleton. When I say simpleton I mean it in this sense:

• The conservative simpleton says to himself “We need to embrace the good parts of Trump and ignore the bad parts of Trump just like Youngkin did. That’s how we win in 2022.”

• The progressive simpleton says to himself “Youngkin distanced himself from Trump which is why he was so effective in his message. That’s an effective recipe for Republicans but scary for Democrats.”

Do you see how that is the exact same message delivered in two distinct ways? A message that has republicans saying hopefully they can win without embracing Trump and Democrats frightened the Republicans can win if they decide to do it without Trump. Holy crap is that ever a trap.
First of all, this idea of a political stage even partially without Trump is catastrophically misplaced. Do we really need to be reminded that without Donald Trump then there is no Glenn Youngkin because without Donald Trump we’d be in the 1st year of the 2nd term of one Hillary Clinton. And what does that mean? It means instead of getting things like CRT, BLM, and Transgender shoved at us by the truckloads we’d be experiencing something very different. We be experiencing a much savvier politician (love her or hate her) capable of governing the simpletons in a way that produces a slow boil instead of a pressure cooker. Hillary was a horrible campaigner, but you’d be a fool to think she’s not an effective politician. Donald Trump saved us from Hillary Clinton. Second, literally everything Donald Trump has stated ended up being true and the more people that can tie their horses to that wagon the better because sure, they’ll be some rocky roads but once you hit that new frontier the real fun begins. The Bible says that “He who started a good work in you will be faithful to complete it” and abandoning Trump at this point would be not only dishonorable but about the worst political decision imaginable. Sorry Mr. Youngkin, I’m sure you’re a nice guy but if you can’t win on stage where your opponent supports CRT and schoolboards turning a blind eye to a transgender raping a girl in a school bathroom then you’re hopeless.
The ball is on the tee, all you had to do is swing the bat and it was gonna be a grand slam. But once the tee is taken away will guys like Youngkin have what it takes? Can we all stop pretending that with Trump on the sidelines these Republicans will magically find the model to govern conservatively? But Trump just moves these silly little rabbits around the chessboard like the pawns that they are.

But I probably just need to chill out because in the end we’re all in this together. Aren’t we?
For those still holding out hope that the old guard has even a shred of anything to offer us let us use the great and powerful Lindsey Graham as our case study.

We all remember Lindsey’s classical theater production of “Save The Judge” during the Brett Kavanaugh confirmation hearings and the accusation brought against him by Kristine Blasey Freakshow or whatever her name is…..anyway, it was obvious acting in an environment where anyone with a functioning brain knew it was no risk whatsoever for Graham to put on that performance because we all knew the accusations were a bunch of lies. But that same man back in January suddenly turned his focus on making sure the people he serves get some lead rounds.

US Senator Lindsey Graham, a Republican legislator representing South Carolina, called on authorities to use their weapons to repel the rioters storming the US Capitol on January 6, a report published on Sunday detailed.

Graham implored then-Senate sergeant-at-arms Michael C. Stenger to take action against the demonstrators using their provided firearms.

“What are you doing? Take back the Senate! You’ve got guns. Use them,” the lawmaker was quoted by The Washington Post (WaPo).

“We give you guns for a reason,” he exclaimed.

….and people like you are the reason we will NEVER give up our right to bear arms.
THE Victory Parade
At the end of the day the conclusion is still the same. Donald Trump most certainly has a plan. And while even those that claim to be on this side hesitate to embrace him that doesn’t change reality. Donald Trump changed America forever and he changed it overwhelming for the better. As many of you know I have said that the way this gets resolved is through good old fashion American traditions like what we witnessed on Tuesday night. Is fraud going on? Well of course it is but the jig is up and everyone knows it. Republicans will take back the house and the senate in 2022 and if anyone doubts that then you’ll just have to wait and see. My position has always been that he gave this election away deliberately because the fight he is planning to win is a hundred times greater than merely winning re-election. He plans to open every eye and every ear to what is taking place all around us at the federal, state, and local levels. Corruption that runs so deep that he knew it would take an army of patriots to be participating in order to overcome it.
How, then, did Churchill “keep calm and carry on” at the very epicenter of the Allied war effort? For one thing, he believed that his entire life—with all its character-forming lessons, tempering experiences, and attitude-shaping challenges—was preparation for that destiny. The character revealed in the great moments had been formed in the small moments. Those character traits enabled Churchill to stay on an even keel and stabilize the nation through the turmoil of war.

These were the underpinnings of Churchill's composure:

Winston Churchill was not an overtly religious man, but he was a man of faith. He believed in God’s ultimate providential care—for himself and for his nation. Such a faith was foundational to his internal fortitude when all external signs pointed to disaster.

When Churchill’s grandson and namesake was born, in May 1952, Churchill proposed a toast to “Christ’s new faithful soldier and servant.”

Churchill’s faith was personal and private, but it was foundational to his character and all that he did.

Taken from God and Churchill by Jonathan Sandys & Wallace Henley. Copyright ©2015. Used by permission of Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. All rights reserved.
Is God Using Donald Trump?

"Exactly seven months after Trump’s first full day in office, there was a total solar eclipse over the US continent, a path that was exclusively in the US that has not happened since 1776, the year recognizing the US Declaration of Independence.

“Trump’s birthday is June 14, 1946, which occurred also on a Blood Moon and the midpoint of his first term, January 20, 2019, was also on a Blood Moon.

“Interestingly, Forbes Magazine ranked Trump the 777th richest person in the world.”

Mr Aquila, the author of the book Sarah Palin Out of Nowhere, went on to say the “astronomical signs are beyond coincidences”.

He added: “God is the ruler of the kingdom of men and has used those imperfect men to fulfil ninety percent of the 1,817 prophesies already fulfilled in the Bible.

“We are living in a time when ten percent of the remaining prophesies are being fulfilled before our eyes.”
As the battle continues to rage it becomes difficult to see clearly from all the smoke but that is when it is incumbent upon each and every one of us to choose this day whom we shall serve. Will we serve God? Or will we serve man? Serving God may cost us everything but serving man will cost us eternity which is a far greater price to pay in the end. I encourage to serve God because it is only by his grace that we are able to stand up to the snares of the enemy which are many. There can never be a point where you say enough because those that have gone before us have died so that we might be willing to do the same for the generations ahead. Leave everything on the field.
America is fighting and we’re winning. But we must fight for the things that matter. We must fight for our heritage, our children, and our children’s children. In all his faults, President Trump I believe to an honorable man whose heart is in the right place. I believe I have studied him enough to say that with a high degree of certainty. But his intention was never to be the savior of America or the world. Leaders don’t fight all the battles but rather lead the way so that those they lead might fight as well. It is only natural to fight for the things that actually mean something to you. This is why school board meetings across this country are filled with people that are standing up for the most precious commodity they know….their children. Their very bloodline is being threatened by the enemy and that is simply a line that cannot be crossed. While my heart breaks for places like Australia, Canada, and the UK, America is a completely different cut of fabric. The enemy knows he has to play a more sinister game here.
But as the sun begins to rise and these dreaded chains of tyranny are being trampled under foot, we should be thankful for great Americans like Patel Patriot and JB White who share the same spirit as me and so many others in this community. A devolutionary spirit whereby there are forces at work that say America will be protected by the very foundations upon which it was built. A spirit of the first sovereigns that looks inside the heart of man and yes you are free to defend your sacred honor, now go do it. The victory parade is coming so please tell me you will be there when God restores…. 
THE SHINING CITY ON A HILL